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observations made by the High Court on

IN THIS ISSUE

law did not stay the bail granted to the
accused.
LEGAL NEWS

The High Court ruling had come in an
anticipatory bail application before the

Supreme Court stays Allahabad High
Court order which ruled fear of death
due

to

COVID

is

ground

for

anticipatory bail

High Court was filed by one Prateek Jain,
who was charged under Sections 420, 467,
468, 471, 506 and 406 of the Indian Penal
Code.
"Apprehension

of

an

accused

being

infected with novel corona virus before
and after his arrest and the possibility of
his spreading the same while coming into
contact with the police, Court and jail
personnel or vice-versa can be considered
to be a valid ground for grant of
anticipatory bail to an accused," the High
25-05-21

Court had ruled.
Extraordinary times require extraordinary

T

he Supreme Court on Tuesday

remedies,

stayed an order of the Allahabad

interpreted in a manner which is in tune

High Court which had held that

with the desperate times, the High Court

apprehension of death due to COVID-19

and

law

should

also

be

had added.

can be a ground for grant of anticipatory
bail to an accused (State of UP v. Prateek

"Grisly, frightful, can only hope it is

Jain).

fiction:" Punjab & Haryana High Court

The Court was hearing an appeal by the

orders all-woman SIT to probe rape

Uttar Pradesh government against a recent

allegations against Police

Allahabad High Court order which held
that the State lacks preparation and
resources to tackle the COVID-19 crisis,
and hence a person arrested is at risk of
contracting the virus.
The Supreme Court while staying the
2

27-05-21

planted drugs on her son against whom a
false case under the Narcotics Drugs and

T

he Punjab & Haryana High Court

Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act was

on May 25 constituted a Special

charged.

Investigation

(SIT)

To this end, the police were also accused

comprised entirely of woman officers to

of having picked up the woman's son on

probe the allegations of rape of a 38-year-

May 6, while he was recovering from

old widow by police officers.

COVID-19 at home.

The Court noted that the allegations

The Court was told that the woman gave in

contained in the petition are grisly and

to the sexual demands of the CIA staff in a

frightful and the Court can only hope that

bid to get her son released from their

the same are fictitious as claimed by the

custody.

State.

A

Among other directions, Justice Arun

conversations with the ASI and video

Monga ordered a woman officer to head

clippings was submitted to the Court to

the Special Investigation Team (SIT)

substantiate allegations that she was raped

probe into the matter, after pulling up the

by the police. The State termed the same a

authorities for constituting an all-male

"honey trap", that later boomeranged on

team initially.

the woman.

"It is rather intriguing, given the nature of

The truth will only unfold once it is

sensitive investigation, that no lady police

properly investigated, in accordance with

official has been involved, which is even

law, the Judge said.

otherwise the requirement of law in cases

He went on to order that Gurpreet Deo,

of this kind. To say the least, it is highly

Additional Director General of Police head

deplorable to see the insensitiveness with

the SIT probe into the allegations. She was

which the district police officials have

also tasked with investigating the NDPS

acted, in constituting the SIT having all

case

male members," the judge said.

complainant's son.

In this case, Crime Investigation Agency

The other members of the SIT team are D

(CIA) officials were accused of coercing a

Sudarvizhi,

38-year old woman into giving sexual

Police, Mukatsar Sahib and Prabhjot Kaur,

favours.

Deputy

When she refused to acceded to their

Budhlada, Mansa.

demands, the CIA officials allegedly

Further the Court has also ordered that the

Team

pen

drive

lodged

containing

against

Senior

the

recorded

woman-

Superintendent

Superintendent

of

of

Police,

3

records.

T

The State has also undertaken to get

Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) custody

information on what steps have been taken

till June 1, 2021 in the drug case being

to implement the "Witness Protection

probed in connection with the death of

Programme", in view of the woman-

Singh.

complainant's

the

Pithani, a prime suspect in the case, had

police officials invoved in the case may try

been absconding for long. Pithani was

to harm her or tamper with evidence.

staying in the same flat as Rajput and he

Further, the State is also expected to

was one of the first persons to see him

appraise the Court of the progress in

dead.

investigation so far as well as the

He had been summoned thrice before he

departmental action taken, if any. The

was finally nabbed in Hyderabad on May

matter has been posted for further hearing

26, 2021.

today (May 27).

He was arrested for offences punishable

woman-complainant's identity be kept
confidential to maintain her privacy,
including by deleting her name from court

he Chief Metropolitan Magistrate
(CMM) at Esplanade in Mumbai
remanded

Siddharth

Pithani,

roommate of late Sushant Singh Rajput, to

apprehensions

that

under Sections 8(c), 20(b)(ii), 22, 27A, 28,
Mumbai Court remands late Sushant

29 and 30 of the Narcotic Drugs and

Singh Rajput's roommate Siddharth

Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act.

Pithani to NCB custody till June 1

Before the CMM, NCB prayed for

[NDPS Case]

Pithani's custody till June 1 to dig out
further details with regard to his role and
nexus with other accused in the illicit drug
trafficking who deal with contraband.
NCB argued that a proper custodial
interrogation would be crucial to unearth
the truth and to ensure justice is done.
The co-accused in the case, Samuel
Miranda and Dipesh Sawant had disclosed

28-05-21

Pithani's name in their statement claiming
that Pithani was in direct contact with not
just them but also with actor Rhea
Chakraborty,

her

brother

Showik
4

Chakraborty and Rajput himself.

It was the prosecution's case that Kalra,

In order to further probe his role and to get

along with other co-accused, "hatched a

to the root of the matter, NCB prayed for

conspiracy" to wrongfully make money by

his custody which was allowed.

"inducing" the public to buy his oxygen
concentrators at an "exorbitant rate" amid

Delhi Court grants bail to Navneet

a raging pandemic.

Kalra in oxygen concentrator black

Shrivastava placed reliance on a report

marketing case

from medical devices testing laboratory, to
contend

that

the

seized

oxygen

concentrators were useless and in fact,
harmful for the persons using it.
In response to Kalra's question as to why
the police gave the oxygen concentrators
to COVID centres if they were of inferior
quality, Shrivastava informed the Court,
"Police officers are also prone to be
29-05-21

cheated. After they got to know that these
oxygen concentrators, (were substandard,

A

Delhi

Court

on

Saturday

DM was informed).. if they were given to

granted bail to Navneet Kalra

DM sahab, it was not done by our own.

in oxygen concentrator black

There was direction by Delhi High Court

marketing case.

to hand over.."

The order was pronounced by Judge Arun

Srivastava said that if released on bail,

Kumar

Navneet Kalra would tamper with the

Garg,

Chief

Metropolitan

Magistrate, Saket Courts after hearing

evidence and influence the witnesses.

counsel for Kalra and the prosecution.

Counsel for Kalra, Senior Advocate Vikas

Bail was granted subject to personal bond

Pahwa argued that no purpose would be

of Rs. 1 lakh and two sureties of the like

served by keeping Kalra in pre-trial

amount.

detention as no more recoveries have to be

Kalra's bail application was opposed by

made from him.

Additional

Atul

It was also argued that there was no

his

inducement or misrepresentation as the

in

information with respect to the products'

Public

Prosecutor

Shrivastava on the ground that
intention

was

to

cheat

persons

vulnerable condition and make profit.

capacity/output of around 30 percent was
5

given on the website of the product.
He also asked why the Government of
India had not stopped the import of the
oxygen concentrators in question if they
are of sub-standard quality.
Pahwa also highlighted that the Central
government had admitted before the High

26-05-21

Court that the price of the oxygen
concentrators was unregulated and thus
there

could

be

no

case

of

illegal

S

ection 2(c)(i) of Contempt of
Courts Act, which provides for
criminal contempt of court, is a

profiteering against Kalra.
Pahwa said that Navneet Kalra would

reasonable restriction on freedom of

abide by any condition imposed on him

speech and expression and is necessary to

and would also cooperate with the

protect the independence of judiciary, the

investigation.

Central government told the Karnataka

Kalra's anticipatory bail was rejected by

High Court on Wednesday.

the trial court on May 13 on the ground

Section 2(c)(i) criminalises publication of

that

any matter which could scandalize or

his

custodial

investigation

was

required to be carried out by Delhi Police

lower the authority of the courts.

to unearth the entire conspiracy.

The said provision, the Centre said, is

Subsequently, the Delhi High Court had

protected

declined to grant any interim relief to

Constitution which allows legislature to

Kalra in connection with the case.

impose reasonable restrictions on free

After his arrest, Kalra was sent to police

speech.

custody. Kalra was sent to 14-day judicial

The government submitted that by placing

custody in the case by the Metropolitan

reasonable restrictions on citizens from

Magistrate after it opined that no case was

“scandalizing the court”, no fundamental

made out for further extension of police

rights are curbed or taken away.

custody.

Criticism of the court based on obvious

by

Article

19(2)

of

the

distortion or gross misstatement and made
Centre

defends

Contempt

of

Karnataka

HC

Section
Courts
criminal

2(c)(i)
Act;

of

in a manner designed to lower the respect

tells

for the judiciary cannot be ignored, it

contempt

needed to protect judicial independence

added.
The affidavit was filed in response to a
6

plea

by

journalist

Krishna

Prasad,

Supreme Court lawyer Prashant Bhushan,
Hindu Group Director and journalist N
Ram and former Union Minister Arun
Shourie challenging Section 2(c)(i) on the
ground that it has a chilling effect on the
right to freedom of speech under Article

25-05-21

19 of the Constitution.
The Central government maintained that
none of the fundamental rights under
Article 19 are absolute and they are all
subject to reasonable restrictions such as

T

he Jammu and Kashmir High
Court

has

professionals

directed

health

in

Union

the

Territories of Jammu and Kashmir, and

defamation, decency and morality, public

Ladakh to desist from the two-finger test

order and incitement of offences.

on rape survivors. In the order issued on

The affidavit also countered the contention

Thursday, the Court also asked courts in

of the petitioners that "scandalizing the

the two UTs to avoid revealing the identity

court" as a ground for defamation is rooted

of survivors in proceedings and judgments.

in colonial assumptions.

The division bench of Acting Chief Justice

The Centre contended that the said

Rajesh Bindal and Justice Sanjay Dhar

proposition is nothing but a “figment of

was hearing an appeal filed against a

imagination of the petitioners.”

judgment passed by the Principal Sessions,

The Centre also opposed the argument of

Judge,

the petitioners that the scheme of the Act is

accused/respondent was acquitted of the

vague.

charge of rape. According to the AAG

Legislature cannot foresee all possible

Aseem Sawhney, the trial court had

situations amounting to contempt of court

disbelieved

and the same has to be decided in the light

prosecutrix on technicalities and for flimsy

of facts and circumstances of each case, it

reasons. Keeping in view the contentions

added.

raised by the AAG, the Court found that a

The matter will be taken up on June 28.

prima facie case for grant of leave to file

Bhaderwah

the

whereby

statement

of

the

the

an appeal was made out. Therefore, the
Jammu and Kashmir HC asks doctors

application was allowed and the appeal

to stop two-finger test in rape cases

against the judgment was granted. During
the course of the hearing, the Court noted
7

that as per the trial court records, the

Court said. On December 13, 2014, the

prosecutrix had been subjected to “two

prosecutrix went missing and in this

finger test”. The Court said, “Section 228A

regard, a complaint was lodged with the

of IPC prohibits disclosure of the identity

police by her maternal grandfather. During

of the victim of certain offences, which

the investigation, it was found that the

includes offence under Section 376 IPC. In

prosecutrix had been kidnapped and taken

pari materia to the aforesaid provision is

away by the respondent

Section 228A of the J&K Ranbir Penal

Accordingly, an FIR No.196/2014 for

Code, which was applicable to the case at

offences under Section 366 RPC was

hand at the relevant time.” “Rape is not

registered and the investigation was set

merely a physical assault but it is the

into motion. On December 15, 2014, the

destruction of the personality of the victim.

prosecutrix

Therefore, Courts have to act responsibly

custody of the accused. The statement of

and with sensitivity while dealing with the

the prosecutrix under Section 164-A Cr PC

cases of rape, particularly, while referring

was recorded. After investigation, it was

to the prosecutrix, ” the Court observed.

found

The Court placed reliance on Supreme

kidnapped, was raped by the respondent

Court judgment in a case of Lillu and

and

others v. The State of Haryana wherein the

offences under Sections 363 & 376 of RPC

top court had held that “two-finger test” is

was laid before the trial court. The trial

unconstitutional as it violates the right to

court, however, acquitted the accused

privacy of the rape survivors and was an

holding that the offence against could not

affront to the physical and mental integrity

be proved.

that

was

recovered

prosecutrix,

accordingly,

a

in a car.

from

after

charge-sheet

the

being

for

and dignity. “We direct that all the courts
in the Union Territories of Jammu &

NATIONAL NEWS

Kashmir, and Ladakh to avoid disclosing
the identity of rape survivors in their

SC stays Allahabad HC order that ruled

proceedings and judgments. A further

fear of death due to Covid is ground for

direction is issued to all the health

anticipatory bail

professionals of Union Territory of Jammu
& Kashmir, and Union Territory of
Ladakh to strictly desist from undertaking
“two-finger test” known as “per-vaginum
examination” on the rape survivors,” the
8

Court judgment could not be used as a
precedent for grant of anticipatory bail,
urging courts to consider individual facts
and circumstances in such cases.
On May 10, the Allahabad HC had
observed that apprehension of death on

25-05-21

T

account of the pandemic is a valid ground
he

Supreme

Court

Tuesday

stayed a Allahabad High Court
order that held that apprehension

of death due to the Covid-19 pandemic is a
valid ground for anticipatory bail, Live
Law reported.
A vacation bench of Justices Vineet Saran
and BR Gavai said, “the courts may not
consider

the

observations

while

for grant of anticipatory bail. The court
made this observation while hearing the
case of one Prateek Jain who was facing
probable arrest in connection to a case of
cheating and fraud.

Amid rise in black and white fungus
now the first case of yellow fungus is
reported in Ghaziabad

considering bails and they shall consider
the case on facts and circumstances.”
The apex court also appointed Senior
Advocate V Giri as an amicus curiae to
assist the court’s decision on the larger
issue of whether Covid-19 can be a ground
for granting anticipatory bail.
The

order

comes

after

24-05-21
hearing

the

submissions of Solicitor General Tushar

to challenge the High Court’s “sweeping

A

observations”.

In the national capital region (NCR), it has

The state had submitted that the applicant

been witnessed first in Ghaziabad and the

seeking anticipatory bail had 130 criminal

yellow

cases against him. Following which, the

dangerous than the black and white

bench ordered that the Allahabad High

fungus.

Mehta, appearing for the State of Uttar
Pradesh, which had moved Supreme Court

mid the rising number of black
and white fungus cases in the
country, a person has now been

diagnosed with a yellow fungus infection.

fungus

is

reportedly

more

9

The symptoms of yellow fungus are said to

27-05-21

be lethargy, weight loss, low appetite, or

reportedly affects the healing process of

T

wounds and slows it down. It also results

Covishield and Bharat Biotech's Covaxin

in sunken eyes and organ failure and

from next week.

eventually leads to necrosis.

This is the first of its kind study since the

Yellow fungus is a fatal disease because it

launch of these vaccines in the country, the

starts internally and it's important for a

survey will examine the effectiveness in

person to seek medical treatment as soon

preventing progression of COVID-19 into

as he/she notices any symptoms.

a severe form, as per a report by PTI.

The treatment for yellow fungus is the

According to Dr Tarun Bhatnagar, a senior

amphotericin b injection, which is an anti-

scientist at ICMR's National Institute of

fungal drug. Poor hygiene mostly causes

Epidemiology (NIE) in Chennai nearly

the yellow fungus infection and getting rid

4,000 people above the age of 45 years

of old food and faeces helps in containing

who have taken either one or both doses of

its spread. Too much humidity can also

any of these two vaccines will be

cause the infection as it promotes the

reviewed.

proliferation of bacteria and fungus. The

"As a part of the study we will take people

humidity can remain between 30% and

who

40%.

hospitalised and compare their vaccination

no appetite at all. Subsequently, more
severe symptoms of yellow fungus can
also be the leakage of pus. It also

the

he Indian Council of Medical
Research

(ICMR)

will

commence a study to examine

effectiveness

are

of

COVID-19

AstraZeneca's

positive

and

status with those who have tested COVID
ICMR is about to study effectiveness of

negative. The aim is to assess how

the covaxin & covishield against the

effective vaccination is in preventing

severe Covid-19 from next week

progression of the disease into a severe
form," Bhatnagar told PTI.
The

cumulative

vaccine

doses

administered in the country has crossed 20
crore so far.The government has also been
stressing on the need to wear a mask and
adherence to other COVID protocols.
India, so far, has approved the use of three
10

vaccines

against

COVID-19.

These

However, deaths from the virus continued

include

Pune-based

Serum

Institute's

to rise. In the week gone by (May 17-23),

Covishield and Bharat Biotech's Covaxin.

29,331 fatalities coming to light, up from

Russia’s Sputnik V is the third vaccine to

28,334 recorded in the previous week.

get approval from the Drug Controller

Fresh cases detected in India in May 17-23

General of India (DCGI) for Emergency

totalled 17,86,873, a sharp drop from

Use Authorisation and has been used in a

23,00,440 infections recorded in May 10-

few private hospitals so far.

16. Weekly cases in the country had
peaked in the May 3-9 week, when

India Monday recorded covid cases

27,44,545 cases were reported, as per

which was numbered under on 2 lakhs

TOI’s daily Covid database collated from

after 40 days since April 13

state government figures. Last week’s
cases thus marked a 35% decline from the
peak.

On Monday, the country reported 195,994
new infections, the lowest daily count
since April 13, when 1,85,295 cases were
recorded. This was the first time since
April 14 that India had recorded fewer
25-05-21

than 2 lakh cases in a day. There were
3,260 Covid fatalities reported on Monday

I

ndia recorded less than 2 lakh fresh

— not counting 231 old deaths that

Covid-19 cases on Monday for the

Maharashtra added to its total toll — the

first time in 40 days. The death toll

fewest since 3,286 deaths were recorded

too was the lowest in 27 days with 3,260

on April 27.

fatalities reported in the last 24 hours.
Active cases in the country dropped to
Meanwhile, Covid cases fell for the second

below 26 lakh, with the number falling

straight week ending Sunday, registering a

by more than 1.3 lakh on Monday itself

steeper drop of 22% than in the previous

as recoveries continued to outnumber

seven days (16%), in another indication
that the second wave of the pandemic in
the country was now firmly on the wane.
11

thee fresh cases.

where children were infected "has risen
tremendously" than last year.

28-05-21

It alleged that the vaccine policy of India
has failed to factor in children or parents of

M

inor files a PIL in Delhi

children for vaccination and the Centre and

High court pleading that

Delhi government have also failed to

immediate vaccination of

prepare a national plan for including the

children between 12-17 years to be started

minors during the present pandemic.

Children between 12-17 years of age

"That

should be immediately vaccinated as there

recognized the importance of vaccinating

is an apprehension that a likely third wave

children, alongside adults, to curb, mitigate

of COVID-19 could affect them more, a

the ill effects of the present pandemic and

PIL filed by a minor has appealed to the

have accordingly and effectively taken

Delhi High Court.

measures.

The plea also seeks priority in vaccination

"Vaccines for children are being produced

to parents of children up to 17 years of age

and administered in countries such as

as several kids were orphaned after their

Canada, United States of America (USA),

parents succumbed to COVID-19 during

for children between the ages of 12-17

the second wave.

years," it said.

globally,

countries

have

fully

The matter came up for hearing on Friday
before a bench of Chief Justice D N Patel

Due to hike in cases of black fungus in

and Justice Jyoti Singh. Responding to the

the country, demand for the anti fungal

PIL, the bench today issued notices to

drug Amphotericin rises by 300%

Centre and others and sought a reply by
June 4.According to reports, two such
PILs have been filed in the high court - the
first is a minor represented through her
mother and the second is the mother with a
minor child.

26-05-21

The petition filed through advocates Bihu
Sharma and Abhinav Mukerji, claims that
according to the data of the number of
persons infected between April 2021 to
May 2021, the number of reported cases

A

rapid increase in cases of
mucormycosis, a rare infection
seen in patients who are on

12

medication for Covid-19 or recovered
from it, resulted in a huge spike in demand
for the anti-fungal drug ‘Amphotericin B’.
As per data, there was more than 300 per
cent rise in demand for an injection of
Amphotericin B in the last one month
(April-May) as the country grappled with a

H

RM is a process of making the
efficient and effective use of

devastating second wave of Covid-19.
Till April 2021, a total of 42,000 vials of
Amphotericin B injections were produced
and supplied across India each month. In
the past one month, the projected demand
for the production of the anti-fungal drug
shot up to 1.36 lakh vials more than three
times more than what had been produced a
month ago. Sources in the government,
however, added that amid a rise in demand
for the anti-fungal drug, the supply of
Amphotericin B is being ramped up to

human resources so that the set

goals are achieved.
HRM is an art of managing people at work
in such manner that they give their best to
organization for achieving its set goals.
HR deals with many issues. The biggest
challenges facing HR departments today
are

Retention

and

Motivation,

Recruitment, Leadership Development.
The

global

covid-19

pandemic

has

compelled HR professionals to swiftly
respond to critical business priorities,

2.55 lakh vials in June.
Bharat Serums and Vaccines and BDR

handle and harness the latest technology.

Pharmaceuticals are predominant makers
of Amphotericin B in India. Mylan Labs

43rd GST council

and Cipla, meanwhile, import the antifungal drug.
Following

a

mucormycosis,

spurt

in

however,

cases

of

domestic

manufacturers increased production of
Amphotericin-B to 1,63,752 vials in May

29-05-21

and 2,55,114 vials in June.

Human resource management

29-05-21

T

he 43rd GST Council met under
the

Chairmanship

of

Union

Finance Minister recently.
13

As a COVID-19 relief measure, a number

free COVID-19 related supplies imported

of specified covid 19 related goods such as

from abroad.

medical oxygen, oxygen concentrators and
other oxygen storage and transportation

POLITICAL NEWS

equipment, etc., have been recommended
for full exemption from IGST.

‘Ensure timely evacuation’: PM Modi at

In view of rising Black Fungus cases, the

cyclone Yaas review meeting

exemption from IGST has been extended
to Amphotericin B.
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on
May 28 chaired the 43rd GST Council
meeting via video conferencing. The GST
Council meeting, attended by Minister of
State for Finance Anurag Thakur and the
finance ministers of states and Union
Territories

(UTs)

along

with

24-05-21

senior

The GST Committee decided that the

P

Centre will borrow Rs 1.58 lakh crore and

making landfall on the eastern coast on

pass it on to the states to make up for the

May 26, within a fortnight of cyclone

shortfall in their revenues from the

Tauktae

implementation of the GST. A special

resulting in deaths of at least 66 people

session of the Council will be held soon to

onboard an offshore barge near Mumbai

consider extending the five-year GST

coast.

shortfall compensation period to states

The PM held a meeting on Sunday to

beyond 2022.

review the preparedness to deal with

The GST Council on Friday left taxes on

cyclone Yaas and asked officials to work

COVID-19 vaccines and medical supplies

in close coordination with states to ensure

unchanged but exempted duty on import of

people are evacuated safely from high-risk

a medicine used for treatment of black

areas, and outages of power supply and

fungus. Sitharaman said the GST Council

communication network are kept to a

officials of the Government of India, was
convened for the first time in nearly eight
months on May 28.

rime Minister Narendra Modi has
directed officials to ensure timely
evacuation of citizens involved in

off-shore activities ahead of cyclone Yaas

battering

the

western

coast

decided to continue a waiver of IGST on
14

minimum and restored swiftly, a statement

of the tragedy brought about by Cyclone

from the prime minister’s office (PMO)

Tauktae, that on Monday evening sank

said.

Barge P-305, which housed personnel

He also asked for coordination and

engaged in maintenance work of an

planning with state governments to ensure

offshore oil drilling platform of the state-

no disruption is caused to Covid-19

run oil and gas major ONGC, off the

treatment and vaccination in hospitals.

Mumbai coast. The death toll on the barge

The meteorological department has said

rose to 66 with the recovery of six more

that a low pressure area has already

bodies on Saturday, while nine personnel

developed in northern Andaman Sea which

are still missing, the Navy said yesterday.

is likely to intensify into a depression by

The ministry of home affairs is reviewing

May 23 morning and turn into a very

the situation ahead of the arrival of another

severe cyclonic storm by May 24 and will

cyclone and is in touch with the state

likely cross north Odisha and West Bengal

governments, union territories and the

coasts by May 26 evening with the wind

central agencies concerned. It has already

speed ranging between 155-165 kmph and

released the first instalment of the state

gusting to 185 kmph. Cyclone Yaas is

disaster response fund (SDRF) in advance

likely to cause heavy rainfall and storm

to all states, and the National Disaster

surge in the coastal districts of the two

Response

states while making a landfall anywhere in

positioned 46 teams equipped with boats,

between

tree-cutters, telecom equipment in five

north

Odisha

coast

and

Sundarbans.
The

Prime

Force

(NDRF)

has

pre-

states and a Union territory. In addition,
Minister

has

called

for

the Indian Coast Guard has also been

involving various stakeholders like coastal

alerted and the navy is gearing up as they

communities and industries and directly

continue to be on standby, the PMO noted.

reaching out to them and sensitising them,

Union home minister Amit Shah along

the PMO said.

with senior government officials and

“PM directed officials that advisories and

representatives from the National Disaster

instructions on do’s and don’ts during the

Management

cyclone [should] be made available in easy

secretaries from ministries of telecom,

to understand and local language to

power, civil aviation and earth sciences

citizens of the affected districts,” the PMO

attended the virtual meeting.

release said.

Last year on May 20, south West Bengal

The review meeting comes in the backdrop

was hit by cyclone Amphan in the

Authority

(NDMA),

15

Sunderbans with a wind speed of 155–165

25-05-21

km per hour and gusting up to 185 km per

could coincide with the spring tide on the

R

full moon, also on May 26, making the

Parisians.

storm surge higher and devastating.

The manicured lawns on either side of the

In the villages of Bengal’s coastal districts,

wide ceremonial boulevard are a place for

officials are making announcements about

thousands to gather to soak up the winter

the approaching cyclonic storm and the

sun or have an ice-cream on summer

evacuation process that could start on May

evenings.

25. Fishermen were being asked not to

But

venture out into the sea. District officials

stretching from Rashtrapati Bhavan, the

said that the number of cyclone and relief

presidential palace, at one end to the India

shelters, where evacuated people would be

Gate war memorial at the other, now

kept, was being increased by roping in

resembles a massive dust bowl.

school and college buildings so that social

The area is dotted with craters and mounds

distancing could be maintained.

of earth - barricades stop people from

The Odisha government on Saturday

getting close to men in reflective vests and

ordered all district collectors of coastal

yellow hard hats who are laying sewage

areas to bring people living in mud houses

pipes and tiled footpaths. A sign warns

to

against taking photos and videos.

hour. It had killed 98 people while
pummelling through six districts. Weather
experts say that Cyclone Yaas’s landfall

cyclone

shelters

with

Covid-19

appropriate behaviour.

ajpath (King's Avenue), in the
centre of the Indian capital, is to
Delhi'ites what Central Park is

to New Yorkers, or the Champs-Elysees to

the

3km (1.8

mile)-long

road,

The work is part of the Central Vista
project - a vast redevelopment plan that
PM

includes a new parliament, new homes for

Narendra Modi really need a new

the vice-president and prime minister and

house?

multi-storey office blocks. It's expected to

Central

Vista:

Does

Indian

cost upwards of 200bn rupees ($2.7bn;
£2bn).
The project has been mired in controversy
since it was announced in September 2019,
with critics saying the money could be
better spent on people's welfare or
16

cleaning up Delhi's air, which is among the

accommodation is pretty fancy.

filthiest in the world.

The 12-acre complex on Lok Kalyan Marg

The government rejects those arguments,

(formerly Race Course Road), with five

saying Central Vista will be a major boost

bungalows and sprawling lawns, is some

to the economy. Urban Development

3km from the presidential palace and

Minister Hardeep Singh Puri has said it

parliament.

will generate "large-scale direct

and

Besides the PM's residential quarters, the

indirect employment" and make all Indians

complex has accommodation for guests,

"proud".

offices, meeting rooms, a theatre and a

Construction work is continuing even as

helipad. A few years ago, an underground

India battles a devastating second wave of

tunnel was built to connect it to nearby

Covid-19, which has fuelled further public

Safdarjung airport.

resentment. Critics have questioned Prime

"The Indian PM occupies an entire street -

Minister

priorities,

in Britain, 10 Downing Street is just a door

comparing him to "Nero fiddling while

with a number," says Delhi-based architect

Rome burns".

Gautam Bhatia.

Opposition leader Rahul Gandhi has called

The property was chosen by Rajiv Gandhi

it a "criminal waste" and urged Mr Modi to

in 1984. Intended to be temporary, it has

focus

been home to all Indian prime ministers

Narendra

instead

on

Modi's

dealing

with

the

pandemic. In an open letter to Mr Modi,

ever since.

scholars criticised the project as an

"Gandhi used three bungalows, the fourth

extravagant waste of resources "that could

and the fifth were added later on as the

be used to save lives".

requirement to host more staff and security

Much scorn has been reserved in particular

personnel grew," says political analyst

for

Mohan Guruswamy, a regular visitor over

the

PM's

new

house,

due

for

completion by December 2022.
"This

is

pure

escapism,"

the years.
historian

"It's a relatively new construction," says

Narayani Gupta told the BBC. "At a time

Gautam Bhatia. However, it has been

when the pandemic is killing thousands,

repeatedly refurbished "at a great deal of

crematoria are full and graveyards have

expense".

run out of space, the government is

In recent years, Indians have had glimpses

building castles in the air."

inside the closely-guarded complex as Mr

Where does the PM live now?

Modi's office released videos of him

By all accounts, Mr Modi's current

feeding peacocks, doing yoga or pushing
17

his mother's wheelchair.

Baker - was a cause for concern.

What do we know about the new house?

"The Archaeological Survey of India rules

It will be centrally located in Delhi's power

stipulate that there should be a minimum

corridor - between the Rashtrapati Bhavan

distance of 300m from a heritage structure

at one end and the Supreme Court at the

but the new PM house will be just 30m

other, with parliament just across from the

away. There are also lots of trees on the

PM's house.

plot, what will happen to them?"

According to government documents, the

So why does Mr Modi want to move?

prime minister will occupy 10 four-storey

Authorities say the PM's present home is

buildings on a 15-acre plot between the

"not well-located", is "difficult to secure"

president's house and South Block, where

and needs "better infrastructure that is

offices of the PM and defence ministry are

comfortable, efficient, easy to maintain

currently located. Rows of barracks built

and cost-effective".

by the British in the 1940s and currently

They say it should be located in "close

used

proximity" to his office since road closures

as

temporary

offices

will

be

demolished.

during his travels "cause major disruptions

But further details about the residence are

to city traffic".

scarce. In an email to the BBC, project

But Mohan Guruswamy believes the new

architect Bimal Patel's office said "for

house has more to do with Mr Modi's

security reasons we cannot share the

ambition.

details/blueprints with you", refusing to

"All real decision-making takes place in

say how much it would cost.

the PM's house. He has a staff of hundreds

Architects,

conservationists

environmentalists

have

criticised

and

and they clear 300 files a day.

the

"He has centralised power in his hands. He

authorities for a "lack of transparency".

is

creating

a

"There have been no proper public

government and he needs a bigger building

hearings and the project details keep

- a White House or a Kremlin."

evolving so there is no clarity," said one

Mr

architect, Anuj Srivastava.

ministers have always lived in "buildings

Another, Madhav Raman, said building

at the back". But with his new home, Mr

"such a massive structure" so close to

Modi wants to put himself in the centre of

South Block - a protected monument

Delhi's power corridor.

designed by leading 20th Century British

"But separation of power has to be

architects Edwin Lutyens and Herbert

physical too. He's not just making a new

Guruswamy

presidential

says

form

Indian

of

prime

18

home, he's rearranging the institutions of

Rejecting

criticism

of

government

government. Architecture changes the

priorities during the pandemic, he said the

nature of power."

project cost was 200bn rupees over several

What will happen to the Rajpath area?

years "while the government has allocated

Rajpath is a public space popular for

nearly twice that amount for vaccination".

recreation and also for protests and candle-

In a series of recent tweets, he asked

light marches.

people to "not believe in fake photos and

And even though the government insists

canards about ongoing work at Central

that it will remain a public space, critics

Vista Avenue".

say it's unlikely that large gatherings

"The transformed Central Vista will be a

would be allowed because of the proximity

world class public space," he said, adding

to the PM's house.

"it will eventually be something every

Historian Narayani Gupta says the multi-

Indian will be proud of".

storey office buildings, which will replace

A senior bureaucrat who did not want to be

popular cultural centres like the Indira

named said Mr Puri was trying to "defend

Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, the

the indefensible".

National Museum and the repository of

"I do not doubt that the end result will be

our modern history, the National Archives,

something every Indian will be proud of,

would overshadow India Gate and drive

but I do believe that the timing is

away people.

completely wrong. What is the tearing

"They are moving rare manuscripts and

hurry to erect yet another building when

fragile objects to temporary locations.

all around us people are dying?"

How do we know that there won't be any
damage?"

Team India must come together to fight

Kanchi Kohli, of the think tank Centre for

COVID-19: Arvind Kejriwal

Policy Research, says land in Delhi is
designated for specific purposes - such as

26.05.2021

recreational, semi-public or government -

“

and authorities can't just take over an area
and change its use.
"This is a land grab."
What is the government saying?

Every CM has tried to procure
vaccines but no state has been able
to arrange them. Many states took

out global tenders but failed,” Kejriwal

Minister for Urban Development Hardeep

said.

Singh Puri has defended the project.

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on
19

Wednesday said Team India has to come
together to fight coronavirus and urged the
Centre to procure vaccines and distribute
them to states. In an online briefing,
Kejriwal claimed India delayed starting its
vaccination programme by six months.
“World

over,

countries

had

started

vaccinating their people. But in India,
rather than vaccinating our own people,
the vaccines were sent abroad. Had we

A

day

after

claimed

the
Prime

government
Minister

Narendra Modi was made to

wait for 30 minutes by West Bengal Chief

started the vaccination programme earlier,

Minister Mamata Banerjee at a review

we could have saved many people from

meeting on Cyclone Yaas, Trinamool

the second wave,” he said. Kejriwal

Congress MP Mahua Moitra Saturday

claimed Centre asked states to procure the

questioned the “fuss” and said Indians

vaccines on their own. “Every CM has

have been waiting for months for vaccines.

tried to procure vaccines but no state has

“So much fuss over an alleged 30 min

been able to arrange them. Many states

wait? Indians waiting 7 years for ₹15

took out global tenders but failed,” he said.

lakhs; waiting hours at ATM queues;

The chief minister said states are ready to

waiting months for vaccines due. Thoda

support the Centre in the fight against

aap bhi wait kar lijiye kabhi kabhi…(you

coronavirus. “We cannot afford to lose this

can also wait for a while at times)” Moitra

fight. If Centre will lose the fight, it won’t

said in a tweet.

be BJP but India that will lose the fight,”

In just three weeks since the Trinamool

he said, while urging the Centre to procure

Congress returned to power, the face-off

the vaccines and distribute them to states.

between the West Bengal government and
the BJP-led Central government

has

‘Thoda aap bhi wait kar lijiye’: Mahua

sharply intensified with Chief Minister

Moitra after govt says Mamata made

Mamata Banerjee Friday skipping a review

PM wait for 30 mins

meeting on cyclone Yaas called by PM
Modi.

29-05-21

Though Mamata did not attend the review
meeting, she along with Chief Secretary
Alapan Bandyopadhyay met Modi ahead
of it and submitted two reports demanding
20

Rs 10,000 crore each for the development

wave of Covid on asset quality:

of Digha and Sunderban.
While top BJP leaders criticised Banerjee

24-05-21

for not attending the PM’s meeting and
Union

Home

Minister

Amit

Shah

described her conduct as “an unfortunate
low”, Trinamool leaders blamed the Centre
for indulging in political impropriety.
Describing her behaviour as “painful”,
Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh
said, “This is an unfortunate example of
placing political differences above the
constitutional duty of public service,
which is the core of the Indian federal
system…”
Governor Dhankhar, BJP president J P
Nadda and Union Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan also took to social media to
criticise Mamata.
The PM announced Rs 1,000 crore
financial assistance for Cyclone Yaas-hit
states Odisha, West Bengal and Jharkhand.
He also undertook an aerial survey of the
parts of Odisha and West Bengal which
were impacted.
Prior to meeting with the PM, Mamata had
conducted an aerial survey of North 24
Parganas and South 24 Parganas districts.

S

mall Finance Banks in India are
expected

to

face

delinquencies

a

broad

across

loan

portfolio amid the turmoil caused by the
second wave of the present pandemic
situation of corona virus. The situation is
even more challenging for all the Small
Finance

Firms

microfinance

which

includes

institutions.

the
These

institutions were struggling for finding
financial support. Their borrowers were to
be hold back

the repayments for the

present pandemic situation.
These banks were managed by the Reserve
Bank of India, for the financial supports by
serving some sections of the business and
that were in relation with the Small
Marginal Farmers and micro and Small

BANKING AND FINANCIAL
NEWS

Industries.
Some of the Small Finance Banks which
also made aggressive lending in the part of

Small banks have much impact of 2nd

two quarters.
The AU Small Finance Bank set aside a
21

small contingent provisions of 70 crores at

issued from the Divisional Bench, headed

the end of the March Quarter. Equities

by the Justice AIS Cheema and VP Singh.

Small finance Bank, the most conservative

RBI has appointed some committees of

among the Small Finance Banks, saw a

administrators, they were the committee of

decline in all provisions in selection with

creditors and Piramal Group, for the filing

the last year. The Banks were made an

of three application for challenging the

additional provisional of only ₹ 153 crore

order in the goodness of the outsted

at the end of the March Quarter.

promoter. Tushar Mehta, who is the
Solicitor General of India. He was the one
Mumbai

who appeared for the committee of

NCLT order to consider Kapil's DHFL

creditors and he argued that the order

Settlement:

which was issued by the NCLT will

Appellant

Tribunal

stays,

damage the entire system of IBC.
He said that the “ Most of the Investigation
agencies are investigating and that it is
something

not

looked upon by the

National Company Law Tribunal. By that,
in the absence of all these clarifications the
approval for the plan would been delayed.
The ₹87,000 odd crore debt, the company
owes close to the ₹40, 000 crore to the

25-05-21

Banks.

O

n

Tuesday,

the

National

Company Law Tribunal stays

RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das meets

an order by Mumbai NCLTs

heads of the private sector banks to

order. This order was directed to the

assess the impact of second wave

administrators of Dewan Housing Finance
for the settlement of an proposal by the
former promoter Kapil Wadhawan and
presently who is in the jail for some
alleged misdeeds.
An order stayed which was passed
by the National Company Law Tribunal ,
Mumbai Chapter on May 19. This order
22
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transmission and liquidity scenario and
implementation of various Covid-related

T

he

Reserve

Bank

of

India

policy measures taken by RBI.

Governor Shaktikanta Das and
his deputies on Tuesday met with

the head of select private sector banks to

PNB Housing Finance will meet on May
31 to consider fund raising

assess the impact of Covid on the Indian
economy, the asset quality of lenders and
credit flow to important sectors. The
meeting which was held over video
conference was also attended by all four
deputy governors M. K. Jain, Rajeshwar
Rao, Dr. Michael D. Patra and T. Rabi
Sankar.

27-05-21

In a statement issued by the RBI, the
regulator said that the governor impressed
upon banks to

quickly and

swiftly

implement the measures announced by it.
“Das also advised the banks to ensure
continuity in provision of various financial
services including credit

facilities to

individuals and businesses in the face of
challenges brought on by the pandemic,0
the RBI said. “He also urged them to
continue focussing on efforts to further
strengthen

their

balance

T

The regulator in its meeting also asked
banks to ensure that sufficient credit
reaches to small borrowers and MSMEs.
The RBI to brass also took stock of the
progress of the implementation of the first
Covid Resolution Framework introduced

Bank Housing Finance will meet
on May 31 for considering the

fund raising. This plan was clearly
mentioned that it was functioned by the
Punjab National Bank. This was a fund
raising by the Bank lenders which was in
pending stage from the long period and it
had announced to raise Rs. 1800 crores
from the rights issue in November 2020.

sheets

proactively.”

he board of Punjab National

At present, Punjab National Bank
is holding a stake of 33% in the Housing
Finance

Company.

However,

Punjab

national Bank has not received any
approval from the Reserve Bank of India
for infusing capital into Punjab national
Bank housing.
Haradayal Prasad, who is the MD and

in August last year, the monetary policy
23

CEO of PNB Housing Finance said that , “

of 3.1%

As you are aware that we were waiting for

compared to 3.4% of a year ago.

the capital raise with the participation of

in March 2021 and this was

The credit growth was levelled

PNB and Rs,. 600 crores.

down due to the present

The Fresh agreement includes a royalty

situation. As it was listed that the growth

clause as well. As the PNBs shareholding

was again started in Nov 2020 after the

falling below 30% PNB Housing will pay

pandemic situation by this the economy

a royalty between Rs. 15 crore and Rs.30

also

Q

lockdowns. This was mentioned on the

The royalty would be 0.2% of its

pandemic

started which triggered to

the

revenue Or 2% of the net profit. The

annual reports of nine months.

CRAR ratio was at 18.73% at the end of

Loan growth of banks was impacted

March 2021, falling from 20.26% which

during the first half of the fiscal H1FY21

implemented a quarter ago.

and which was remained at the three years
low at 5.1% till October 2020, but it

RBI Annual Report : worst over the

improved to 5.6% on a year on basis till

credit growth

March 2021.
Among bank groups, public sector banks
had also included some of the measures of
non food credit growth of 3.1 % in March
2021.However the credit extended by
private sector banks grew by 9.6%
compared to 13.9% a year ago.

28-05-21
RBI imposed monetary penalty of Rs. 10

R

eserve Bank of India in it’s

crores to the HDFC:

annual report which was ended
in March, 2021 said that there

was a worst situation rate over the credit
Growth. This annual report was about to a
period of nine months. This was ended in
March 2021. Among all the bank groups
and institutions, public sector banks has
been registered as a non food credit growth
24

29-05-21

O

ECONOMICS NEWS
n Friday, Reserve Bank of India

$22m claim against Trump for calling

imposed a penalty of Rs. 10

‘China Virus’

crores on HDFC Bank, due to

the deficiencies in regulatory compliances.
It was mentioned in a notice which was
issued to the bank advising it to show
cause as to why penalty should not be
imposed for contravention of the provision
of the act / direction.
This was imposed for the case which has

24-05-21

pertained to the marketing and sale of the
third party non financial products and also
it pertained along with the auto loan to the
bank customers.
Already, a year ago such a mode of case
has registered which was related to the
auto loan providing to their customers.
RBI in its statements mentioned that, by
the examining certain documents which
was related to the marketing and sale of
third party non financial products. It was
found that the bank has infringed certain
rules which was provided by the RBI with
the provisions of Sec 6(2) and Sec 8 of the
Banking Regulation Act, 1949.
RBI came to a conclusion that the bank has
to pay the imposition of monetary penalty
for the violation of the Reserve Bank of
India norms and the penalty was about an
amount of Rs. 10 crores.

F

ormer

US

President

Donald

Trump has been sued by a
Chinese-American

civil

rights

group for calling Covid-19 the “China
virus”
What is the Allegation?
The complaint, filed in a federal court in
New York on Thursday by the Chinese
Americans

Civil

Rights

Coalition(CACRC), Alleged that Trump’s
use of that phrase and other similar raqcist
slurs is baseless, since the origin of the
coronavirus is not yet determined, And
that the former President’s conduct harmed
the community.
How $22.9 Million?
The CACRC iws asking that $1 be paid to
every Asian American and Pacific Islander
living in the US as an apology, which
would total $22.9 million. The plaintiffs
25

said they would use the money to establish

The government has kept its aim at the key

a museum that will showcase the history of

sectors of economy which were hit hard by

Asian Ameican contribution to the US

the local lockdowns and curfew. Some

Response from Trump;

sectors that are being focused on are

Responding to the suit, Jason Miller,

tourism, aviation, hospitality sectors along

senior adviser for Trump, told The3 Hill

with small and medium-sized companies.

news webiste in a statement: “This is an

The discussions are still in the early stages

insane and idiotic lawsuit that is specious

and no timeline has been shared for the

at best, and it will be dismissed if fit ever

announcement of the economic relief

sees a courtroom. It is a complete joke, and

package.

if I was the lawyer that brought it I’d

The second wave of covid has taken a

worried about getting sanctioned.”

greater toll from our economy than it was
expected from it. Though, the nation wide

Covid economics stimulus package

lockdown was not announced, yet, India
was under some or the other form of
lockdown, that accounts almost 98% of
our country. Small and medium-sized
enterprises have also started facing severe
losses due to lack of operations and
mobility during the second wave.
Besides job losses and u employment,
there was also a hike in price, which was

25-05-21

observed in no time soon. We have
here has always been a lot of

ourselves seen the prices of medicines and

load on health care sector,

oxygen cylinders rising, due to high

already, also, seeing a 3rd wave

demand. An SBI report recently flagged

won’t be good for any of the beings

concern about higher prices of key

present. Where at one point health care

essential commodities and said that it will

worker are trying hard to push the viral

impact demand for non-essential goods.

load, from the other point, here comes the

All of these factors are likely to slow down

reports that government is trying to

the economic recovery momentum in the

provide economic stimulus package for

long run.

T

hardly hit sectors!

26

Gst council should prioritise covid

COVID-related expenditures incurred by

relief, states cash woes

emplotees and their familis may also be
considered as input tax credit, she said.

Yellow metal trades above its low

25-05-21

T

he Goods and Services Tax
counci, meting this Friday after a
gap of more than seven months,

26-05-21

should prioritise giving relief on the taxes
levied on COVID-19 vaccines aned critical
medical supplies, and rationalise GST rates
to provide relief to sectors that are worst
hit by the second wave, said regulatory

A mechanism for paying States their
compensation dues for this year shall also
be a knotty issue for the council to figure
out, while little headway is expected on
contentious

you

purchase gold, but never as an
ornament but as Savings, for you

may never know what the future holds.
Gold price jumped today again, it’s a rise

experts.

more

T

here’s this saying that

problems

such

as

bringing petroleum products under the
GST regime to reduce the GST regime to
reduce the GST regime to reduce the
burden of high retail fuel prices on the
common man. The council should consider
reducing the tax rates of Zero rating the
GST on essential material to combat
COVID- from hand sanitizers to oximeters
and oxygen concentrators, said Saloni
Roy, senior director at Deloitte India.

of Rs. 5,000 in less than two months! We
can say that by today Gold will give you
good returns.

Not

only Gold

price

increased but also the Silver edged higher
in the Indian market today.
On MCX, gold futures were up 0.4% to
₹49,049 per 10 gram while silver rose
0.7% to ₹72622 per kg. In the previous
session, gold had risen 0.62% while silver
had

gained

0.51%.

Concerns

about

inflation, subdued US bond yields and US
dollar and renewed coronavirus surge in
many parts of the world has helped gold
rebound in international markets.
Though due to restrictions on mobility,
27

there’s still chances and worry of the

Narendra Modi. The once-in-a lifetime

Kotak securities, about recovery of Gold

pandemic

rates, as it has already hit a new low in

suffering at the doorstep of many, the

March to Rs. 44,000 for per 10 gm.

prime minster said. The pandemic has

Though it has recovered but, there’s still a

impacted every nation. The economic

huge gap seen in last year’s Gold price,

impact is huge, as well, He said while

which was commendably high at Rs.

delivering the keynote address at the

56,200.

Vesak Global celebrations.

“While gold prices stay above $1890 there

The Prime Minister’s remarks came

are chances to continue the recovery

against the backdrop of several rating

upticks for the day. Anyhow, immediate

agencies revising their growth forecasts for

intraday resistance is placed at $1925. A

India downwards, with the second wave of

direct drop below $1845 would weaken the

the Covid-19 pandemic severely impacting

sentiment, but major downside reversal

economic recovery, besides increasing the

point

is

seen

at

$1810,”

domestic

brokerage Geojit said in a note.

has

brought

tragedy

and

risk of long-term scars. Recently, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) said it
would revisit the growth forecast for India,

Economic impact of covid-19 huge,

and the global economy in July.

world won’t be the same: Pm Modi

The economic fallout of the second wave
of the pandemic is expected to be severe as
suggested by high-frequency indicators,
such as mobility trends, auto sales, and
rising unemployment rates. Besides the
Covid-19 pandemic, climate change is a
major challenge that humanity faces, Modi
said, adding India is among the few large
economics which are on track to meet their
Paris Agreement targets.

27-05-21
Made in India koo raises $30 million;

T

he economic impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic is Huge and

26-05-21

the world will not be the same

after the virus recedes, said Prime Minister
28

Delhi Police Monday sought a clarification
from Twitter in connection with a tweet by
BJP’s Sambit Patra about an alleged
toolkit released by the Congress party that
the

microblogging

site

tagged

as

“manipulatd media”.

PNB scam : $1.8 billion

A

t a time when Indian authorities
are turning the heat on Twitter,
Marquee investors including

US-based Tigher Global have backed the
microblogging site’s Indian alternative app
Koo, In a $ 30-million fundraise that will
see Koo’s valuation jump nearly five-fold
to $ 100 million.

28-05-21

About the deal
Koo has raised $30 million in Series B
funding.

Tiger

Global

has

led

the

investment round with existing investors
Accel Partners, Kalaari Capital, Blume
Vantures

and

Dream

Incubator

also

participating. IIFL and Mirae Assets are
other new investors who have come on
board the cap table with this round.
Timing of the deal
While the fundraising deal would have
been closed earlier, the announcement has
come in the backdrop of Twitter India’s
new clash with the Indian government.
Most notably, earlier this week, Delhi
Police sent a notice to Twitter India in
connection with the probe into a complaint
about an alleged ‘COVID toolkit’. The

NB

P

is India’s second-biggest

state-run

lender.

The

bank

discovered that at least 2 of its

employees – deputy manager Gokulnath
Shetty and clerk Manoj Kharat – from its
Brady House branch in Mumbai repeatedly
issued Letters of Undertaking (LoU) to
Nirav

Modi’s

companies

without

following the processes.
An LoU is a guarantee by the issuing bank
to the receiving bank and the companies
that it would undertake to pay a certain
amount of money on a specific date. The
Punjab National Bank Fraud Case relates
to fraudulent letter of undertaking worth
₹11,356.84 crore (US$1.4 billion) issued
29

by the Punjab National Bank at its Brady

Indian economy to decline ?

House branch in Fort, Mumbai; making
Punjab National Bank liable for the

29-05-21

amount. The 1992 scam, thought it was
Indian market scam, yet it involved a
handful of banks.
But, now, why are we back at the olden
days scam and the bank scam, because
recently, there is this one more scam, the
Mehul Chinubhai Choksi,

an Indian

businessman, who is wanted by Indian
Judiciary for his Criminal conspiracy,
criminal breach of trust, dishonesty and
cheating including delivery of property,
corruption and money laundering. Choksi
holds Antiguan citizenship, and is the

T

oday, we are least interested in
the most important part of our
country – the Economy. Where

as what is inferred from the daily news

retail

reports of different country shows the

jewellery company with 4,000 stores in

blind interest of entire world in the GDP of

India.

our country? What could be the reason

An arrest warrant for Choksi has been

behind it? There has to be certain

issued in connection with the alleged

conditions and limitations which can be

Punjab National Bank fraud case. In late

put on the damage Corona has done to our

May 2021, he had gone missing from

already bewildered economic rate!

Antigua and Barbuda. He was captured in

After the British Government left India on

Dominica while trying to flee to Cuba in a

its own, it has zero reliance on the people,

boat. A Caribbean court has currently

we came upto this point, where all the

issued a stay on his repatriation from the

world gets affected with the single change

Dominican Republic.

in our economy. As India has forever been

He is alleged of PNB scam or Fraud of

a center of attraction for the global sales

$1.8 Billion, Choksi is a fugitive of Indian

and Market, that’s exactly the reason

government. Though, Choksi has protested

behind all these inference and predictions

his innocence in an open letter.

comes out.

owner

of

Gitanjali

Group,

a

From where these news comes out Wall Street brokerage Goldman Sachs has
30

lowered its estimate for India’s economic

25-05-2021.

growth to 11.1 per cent in fiscal year to
March 31, 2022, as a number of cities and
ndia’s external affairs minister Dr. S

“The intensity of the lockdown remains

I

lower than last year,” Goldman Sachs said

consultations with his own team in the

in a report. “Still, the impact of tighter

Permanent Mission of India to United

containment policy is clearly visible in

Nations, along with officials who handle

higher frequency mobility data across key

the various aspects of engagements with

India cities.”

the world body. This visit is Jaishankars

“While activity is likely to rebound back

first visit to the UN in New York after

quite sharply from Q3 (July-September)

India became a non-permanent member of

onwards – assuming restrictions can ease

the UN Security Council. This would be

somewhat over that timeframe – the net

an opportunity to discuss in detail New

result is to lower our FY22 real GDP

Delhi’s approach to the UNSC agenda. On

growth forecast to 11.1 per cent (from 11.7

Tuesday morning the insister scheduled to

per cent previously), and our 2021

meet with UN secretary general Antonio

calendar year growth forecast to 9.7 per

Gutierrez where all issues of ‘mutual

cent (from 10.5 per cent),” it said.

concern’ would come up.

So these were the glimpse of the reports

The Second leg of his trip will take him to

submitted.

Washington DC late week, marking the

states announced lockdowns of varying
intensities to check spread of coronavirus
infections.

Jaishankar kicked off his five-day
tour of the US with a stop-over in

New

York,

where

he

first

held

first by a top Indian minister under the

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Biden administration and is likely to focus
on the whole gamut of the India-US

Eam Jaishankar Discuss – Un Secretary

relationship ranging from strategic and

General

bilateral ties to climate change and public
health issues. And also it encourages many
countries officials on various issues,
including Covid-19 pandemic response
and the post Covid recovery plans.

Covaxin Vaccine for Covid 19
31

26-05-21.

technology transfer and production of
Covaxin. The sources said the meeting
with BBIL on the EUL was attended by
the company’s managing director VK
Krishna Mohan and his colleagues besides
senior officers of the Ministry of Health,
Department

T

he world health Organisation
said

more

information

of

Biotechnology

and

Ministry of External Affairs.

is

requiring from Bharat Biotech

which is seeking emergency use listing for

Investigation started for to found Covid
19 origin

its Covaxin vaccine for COVID-19. Then
the latest status of COVID 19 vaccine with
in WHO evaluation process guidance
document dated May 18 on the WHO
website said Bharat Biotech submitted
expression of Interest on April 19.
According the oath WHO submissions to
for prequalification or listing under the

27-05-21.

emergency use procedure are confidential.
Then

if

a

product

submitted

for

assessments is found to meet the criteria
for listing, WHO will be publish the
results.

Limited has conveyed to the government
that it has already submitted 90 percent of
to

WHO

for

obtaining

emergency use listing for the Covaxin
vaccine sources said on Monday. Nothing
that

on

Wednesday

asked

U.S

intelligence officials to redouble

their efforts to investigate the origins of

Meanwhile Bharat Biotech International

documents

T

he American president Joe Biden

Covaxin

has

already

received

regulatory approval from 11 countries,
sources said there was also interest from

the COVID 19 pandemic including the
unlikely possibility that the origins of the
virus trace to Chinese lab. After the
months of minimizing the possibility as a
fringe theory, the Biden administration is
responding

both

to

geopolitical

concerns

domestic
about

and

putting

pressure on china to be transparent about
the outbreak.

other 11 companies in seven nations for
32

scenarios but do not believe there is

T

sufficient information to assess one to be

safely host the Olympics opening in just

more likely than the other.

over 50 days. The extension is needed as

The United states also keep work with

people are increasingly roaming in public,

likeminded partners around the world to

especially in Tokyo and Osaka, when they

press China to participate in a full,

should be doing the opposite, and its

transparent, evidence based international

feared that lifting the emergency would

investigation and to provide access to all

cause an instant rebound in infections,

relevant data and evidence. Biden for his

Economy

part held out the possibility that a firm

yasutoshi Nishimura said.

Mr. Biden in a statement said the majority
of

the

coalesced

intelligence
around

community
those

two

had
likely

conclusion may never be known given the
Chinese government’s refusal to fully
cooperate with international investigations.

he japan is set to extend a
coronavirus state of emergency
in Tokyo and other areas with

infections not yet slowing to levels it can

Revitalization

Minister

Mr. Nishimura told to reporters the
government

proposal

of

a

20-day

extension to June 20 in the nine areas
received

preliminary

Japan to extend virus emergency –

experts

ahead

Olympics

announcement later Friday. The Southern

oak

approval
an

from
official

island prefecture of Okinawa is already
under emergency status through June 20.
Olympic organisers have to decide around
that date whether to allow any fans at all,
after overseas spectators were banned
month ago. A plan to priorities vaccination
for Japanese athletes also is being delayed
to around that time, according to media
reports.
28-05-21.
Still Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga and
his government are determined to host the
Olympics.

The

International Olympic

Committee has also said the Olympics
33

would go ahead even if the host city Tokyo

change as a very real threat to our national

is under emergency measures. Japan has

security. I look at you and I know you are

reported about 7,30,000 cases of infection

among the experts who will navigate and

and more than 12,700 deaths.

mitigate the threat, Ms. Harris said.
The commissioning ceremony was held in

Kamala Harris – Navy Speech

person again at the Navy Marine Corps
Stadium in Annapolis, a year after the
academy

held

its

first

ever

virtual

graduation and commissioning ceremony
because of the coronavirus pandemic.

29-05-21.

The American Vice President Kamala
Harris focused on the challenges of the
pandemic

climate

change

and

cybersecurity threats during her keynote
speech to graduates at the US Naval
Academy on Saturday the first by a
woman at the 175-year-old institution. Ms
Harris, the nation’s first female Vice
President and the first Black woman and
person of South Asian descent to hold the
office said the pandemic has accelerated
our world into a new era. It has forever
impacted our world, she said. And also she
said, ‘This, midshipmen, is the era we are
in and it is unlike any era that came
before’. In her speech to more than 1000
graduated including ones who majored in
mechanical
engineering,

electrical
Harris

and

ocean

described

climate
34
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